Athens and Sparta, Different, Yet same

-Athens and Sparta were close together on a map, but have very different cultures
  - both were similar with government
  - assembly elected by people
  - Sparta was ruled with 2 kings, until they die, or get kicked out of office
  - Athens was runned by Archons who were elected every year
  - Athens was the birthplace of democracy
  - Sparta’s life was simple, focus was on obedience and war
  - spartans used slaves, to work on their military duties
  - young girls were trained to be the mother of warriors
  - Athens life was about education and with a good education you could pursue multiple
different occupations
  - for many years Sparta was the defence for Greece
  - Persians attacked and all Greece fought back, with Sparta and Athens fighting
together
  - Sparta was about military and keeping Greece safe when needed
  - Athens wanted more land and control leading to war
  - a battle that took many years to complete and in the end Sparta won
  - but instead of Sparta burning down Athens, Sparta let Athens live on with its culture
  - but more controlled
  - Athens remained and grew stronger
  - Other city states had similar temples and meeting places, but Athens was best